
Gbp/Usd week starting Monday 30th of January –

Weekly is bullish, looking to see if we can pop down into weekly imbalance fills and take highs out

and come into daily ifc above highs

Daily is bullish aswel



4hr is bearish so may see some more downside but got the 4hr ifc marked up as may react to go

higher

On 1hr theres more eqhs so want these taken before selling



5min re accumulated so want to see re accumulation out of the push down to take highs out

1min bos, not the cleasnest but could take it if you wanted to try take highs out



Tp hit



Tuesday 31st January –

1hr is bearish, looking for dsitro here to go abit lower and fill some imbalance and tbh even take lows

out now then maybe go for highs

Price moved fucking jank no confirmations in the areas or nothing



Wednesday 1st February –

4hr got eqls that I want taking

1hr is bearish too, there is the imbalance fill we can go up too to sell off but well see



15min is bullish, don’t like the eqls but we can come for them later so well see, need to see some

sort of re accumulation to validate any buys as very choppy atm and very risky

Showed some evidence for buys now, want to see re accumulation inside of here



1min bos buying from here

On this broker 5min didn’t engulf but on fxcm we did, so buying here to take highs out and tartget

400 level by the 1hr ifc



Tp smacked 3%



Thursday –

So price is bearish on 4hr, we swept some eqls and rallied up, I do ideally want the liquidity taken to

the upside before falling, so may see buys out of the 4hr poi

5min bos inside area want to see some re accumulation as news might push it up



Price tapped supply and just sold off no re accumulation

Nothing clean for rest of the day



Friday –

So price has still got the eqhs, would like a tap up into the daily ifc to either go lower or find re

accumulation to get it higher

But because of nfp nothing was clean at all



Week starting Monday the 6th of February 2023

GU week starting monday the 6th of feb, weekly and daily are bulish, weve come
into the weekly ifc so i am looking for signs of accumulation to get price higher into
the other weekly ifc or tbh even take highs out

daily come into the daily poi, got targets to upside



5min is bearish in london, we got this area to look for distro but we have got eqhs above
it so would like to see them swept then move lower

1min bois after sweeping highs, can sell at start of the push but stop is abit bigger or can
do 50% in the imbalance where makes stop abit smaller and r:r better



tp hit, but if had start of the puysh 3% hit if 50% the first drop done 3% so may of took
partials and gone to b/e



Tuesday –

tuesday - 1hr bearish, looking for distro out of the ifc that swept liqudiity also

looking inside of herre now we closed below een more so



couldnt get filled from this bos



Wednesday –

wednesday - 1hr bullish, looking at these 2 pois for potential buys, so may see some
sells down as yesterdays high got taken out and plus weekly open gap by first poi

5min broken down multiple times above the highs, not clean delivery though
for any entry, but looking for distro out of this poi



1min bos inside area, lookingat entry at 50% by 800 level

tp smashed



Thursday –

thursday - price is bullish on 1hr still, held well off first 1hr poi, looking to tske
wednesday high out



in an ideal scenario would like price to come down into this 30 min area to
take the highs out

1hr is bulliosh still, price is high up looking to see if we can come down into
1hr poi so will look for sells down



5min bos looking for re dsitro out of here

1min bos looking for sells out of 500 level to take some lows out and target
imbalance and target fib extension



sl hit

Friday –



friday - price is bullish on 1hr still, we come off higher tf supply tho so it may want to
go lower now, couldnt get any nice delivery for it, but in the 1hr range got the 4hr ifc
and imbalance marked up as you can see

in this leg on 1hr

looking for re accumulation out of here



didnt come back for us



price went bearish as nothing for the sells down and didnt fgive confirmation
on buy up, looking for dsitro out of here

looking at 15min ifc



lovely reaction and sell off out of area from news now need more dsitro out of
here

1min bos wanted price at 50% and ny open level



didnt get filled



Week starting Monday the 13th of February 2023 –

monday the 13th of feb gbp/usd, weekly bullish still, got refined areas in the
weekly ifc to buy from potentially, but also got imbalance above like a weekly
ifc and daily we could tap in to to go lower

on the daily



so 4hr has broken to upside so am looking for retracement up to move lower

looking at this poi up the top



1hr is breaking above in london so would like a pop down and re
accumulation

5min broke to downside, can only see the extreme being the buy zone, but if
price comes up first might be able to catch sell down, bit counter trend and
risky but can work



1min bos looking to sell here

missed my entry before taking low so trade invalid now



so pricew took out the low, weve re accumulated on 5min, i am wondering
what this poi will do for a sell, but after the accumulation i will see if rtheres re
accumulation out of here too

shit 1min bos, bit risky but can work as was probably nice bos on seconds



tp smacked

price is now rallying, can see the signs of strength, looking for re accumulation
maybe out of ifc



1min bos buying here

no way missed my entry by a fucking pip



Tuesday –

tuesday 14th of feb - price is bullish on 1hr, were in 4hr poi so i am looking for re
dsitro so well see if that happens or not

so 4hr has broken, this is the only pair to actually break above like this so
wondering if we are going to shift bullish but its very wicky atm,

we taped the weekly and daily ifc too



wouild like to see it retrace more really but we have filled a 1hr and 4hr
imbalance buit i was looking at the extreme down the botom or the 1hr poi in
the middle of the range the rally base rally

15min 100% bearish so may see re dsiro out of here



1min bos can enter near off ifc, but dont like the imbalance above where were
actually entering and not the best 1min bos so this is 100% higher risk

price slammed down to 7% so wouldve been b/e and taken major prifuits



Wednesday –

wednesday 15th of feb - price is moving lower, idealy want a pop up to sell back
down

price is just moving lower, dont like the eqhd but if its goijng to keep going
lower then can look for dsitro out of here



1min bos looking to enter here to target fib extension also a 1hr ifc down the
bottom

tp samcked



price swept lows, broke on 5min to upside looking for re accumulation out of
here to target 4hr imbalance fill which is also a 1hr rally base rally

1min bos inside area, entry above 50% which is an imbalance fill and was
whole level, tp at fib extendion



tp hit wouldve cashed as hit 3% anyways



Thursday –

thursday 16th of feb - price is bearish on 4hr, looking for distro out of this area were
in or 1 of the imbalances above

price is dtill bullish on the 5 and 15min and if it re accumulates it miught want
to make another high so can look for re accumulation here



3min engulfing and 1min bos buying here to take highs out

b/e but we did do 3%



price is now breaking down so can look for dsitro out of here nown weve had some
demand invalidated



1min bos selling here to tsarget fib level

tp smacked



price just sold off, wouldve got b/e if i didnt hold because of news but nothing
clean to snbag for rest of the day

Friday –

friday 17th of feb - price is bearsih we swept rhe main leg low, come into demand,
would like to see if we can get some buys up to target pois



15min is bearish, if were going to keep going lower for abit looking for distro out of here

so price kept breaking down on 1min, dont like the eqhs thought thy was going to get
taken but we keep showing distro so can try and entry here to take the lows out



price done 4% then reversed so wouldve took some partials anyways but very close to
stop from the wick up

price is bullish on 15min we rocketed up couldnt snag a buy tho, but now looking for re
accumulation out of one of these spots but cant see it being a deep retracement based
on how bullish its gone



1min bos first tp new high



tp spanked



Week starting 20th of February 2023 –
Daily is in a weird range on gu, were coming into an old seriopus demand, got loads
of eqhs above but we got a daily ifc which you can see which id like a pop up to to
sell off

4hr bearish but high chance that high will get swept



15min bullish so may get re accumulation out of here, be interesting if it comes to
weekly open and what it does there

After the 5min bos and 15min could get re dsitro from here



1min bos not rhe cleanest but can sell here to target asia low

Also 3min engulfing



b/e



Tuesday –
Price started selling off out of 4hr area from Monday

Come into a poi below the lows so wondering if we can take highs out yet



15min bos to downside so got these 2 areas for potential distro

On the 15mimn



1min bos can sell here

Tp smacked 3.4%



So price re accumulated on 4hr, will see if we get distro from the daily areas or if we
accumulate with the 4hr

So price did break on 15min, couldn’t snag anything on a sell



But weve just broke on the 5min to upside so it may re accumulate out of here

1min bos not the cleanest but can buy from, here to target huigh and fib extendion



Tp smacked



Wednesday –
So price is still in 1hr poi in the 1hr range, but don’t knowe if this is going to hold
today

So 15min is same leg asd 1hr, but we got this poi from the morning of the sell leg we
could show distro out of



Did want re accumulation from here but couldn’t get uit

1min bos entry at 50% by imbalance fill first target do demand for 3%



Done 2% then come back b/e



Thursday –
Price is bearish on 1hr, weve got 2 areas to sell from but we just tapped demand for
4hr, but we need to show some structure breaks before eyeing buys

5 and 15miun bos looking for distro out of here



1min bos selling here to new low

Tp hit



Looking for dsitro out of this 1hr poi

Theres been a 5min bos but not sure how I feel about it because were still in this
bullish countertrend that’s been formed



1min bos, thuis is risky because the actual countertrend hasn’t been broken but 1min
bos entry ast 50% and ny open

Stopped



Friday –
1hr bearish looking for distro out of here

Price chopped and gave nothing


